What readers are saying about The Cuban Chronicles …
I spent some time with your book on the weekend and found it very enjoyable candor being your strong suit! Refreshing approach, to be sure. Nice angles; nice
voice.
Best,
Rick
Hi Wanda,
My husband and I met you on the beach in Puerto Vallarta a few weeks ago
and we bought your book (The Cuban Chronicles).....hope you had a great time in
P.V.!
I wanted to let you know I read your book (perfect beach reading as you suggested)
and loved it!
I think you are a wonderful and engaging writer--I was touched and impressed with
your introspection, insight and bravery.
Good luck with the screenplay and movie.
Paula Bradman
Hi Wanda,
I finished the book. I loved it. Once I got to the Paulo incident I couldn't put it down
and now I'm lending to a girlfriend who's going to Cuba in a few weeks.
Whew! First of all, congratulations! What an incredible achievement! I felt like you
were talking to me the whole time, giving me the play-by-play of your trips, but also
the feelings you had with each experience. I admire how candid, funny and reflective
you are.
Thank you for the inspiration.
Alison

Hi Wanda,
I missed your book launch in Kelowna in June—I had company arriving form Norway
the very next day, but my boss got me a copy of your book.
I LOVED THE BOOK! I just finished it now as I was relaxing by the pool. It was
fabulous. Thank you for a great read and your honesty.
Hope to read more by you very soon.
Cheers,
Angie
Thanks again!
Hello Wanda,
I came to your book launch at Zenari's and then promptly went home and started
reading The Cuban Chronicles. Well, to say I was addicted to it was an
understatement. LOVED it. So thank you so much for reminding me how much I
loved beautiful Cuba and how much I felt like I was there again.
Lindsay
Hello Wanda St Hilaire:
I just finished your book, the Cuban Chronicles. I had my own such experience with
Cuban men while there in 2006, not quite as bad as yours, but interesting. I also am a
salsera and travel fanatic, I think about your age (I'm 42) and happily single. I really
enjoyed the book!
Regards,
Danielle
Hello!
I bought your book last Saturday afternoon and I read the entire book in one sitting!
I loved it. Your story reminded me a little bit of my 8 month long distance
relationship with a very sexy Croatian. I have been to Croatia 7 times in the last 2
years and I love it.
Anyways, I just wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed your book.
Thank you,
Lisa

Hello,
I have just finished reading The Cuban Chronicles and enjoyed it so much that I
anticipate reading other work of Ms. St. Hilaire.
I was so upset over Paulo, I had to brave the cold and go for a walk.
You mention a trilogy by an American expat living in Vallarta that I would be
interested in reading also. I wonder if you could forward his name to me. Vallarta has
become the 'go to place for me' when the winds of winter set in, and as with you, it
helps to warm my soul.
Sharon
Hi,
I also live in Calgary, am about your age, have travelled throughout Mexico and Cuba
and share the same attraction to the Latin culture. Really liked the Cuba book, and
especially your insight on what really matters in this life.
If you ever feel like meeting for coffee or lunch I think it would be interesting
conversation. Meanwhile enjoy the warmth of Mexico.(if you are still there.)
H.

